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• Abstract (300 words):  

The evolution of concepts on disease and its cure have had a decisive impact on the 

configuration of the hospital space, developing, over time, from architectural models of 

patient confinement and segregation to contemporary models that can contribute to 

the healing process of the patient. Given new disease profiles and the increased life 

expectancy of the population, the analysis of the evolution of the hospital building, in 

terms of the humanisation of its spaces, is extremely important to the understanding of its 

new configuration. In order to identify the factors that induce change in the evolution of 

the hospital building and the singularities in the contemporary hospital profile, 

correlations are made between the cultural view on disease, the role of the building on 

the patient and the constructive characteristics of hospitals over time. The humanising 



parameters of different hospital typologies are identified chronologically, with the 

contemporary hospital being represented by the SARAH Network of Rehabilitation 

Hospitals, designed by the architect João Filgueiras (Lelé) and with locations in five 

Brazilian regions. It is seen that the new twenty-first century paradigms—faced with the 

rise of incurable chronic and age related diseases, resulting from the increase in the life 

expectancy of the population—transform the spatial organisation of the technological 

hospital into a design dedicated to the humanisation of spaces that influence the 

healing and well-being of patients who are remaining in hospital for longer periods. In this 

context, SARAH's network of hospitals stand out by uniting the humanising parameters 

inherent to the concepts developed over time and providing a reference in the search 

for well-being and healing. They holistically incorporate the evolving human 

characteristics of the hospital, reinforcing the new theories on rehabilitation in an 

increasingly "livable" environment with solariums, terraces gardens, workshop spaces and 

areas integrated with nature and art. 
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